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APPROACH
The approach involves using MATLAB and C++ based software to perform processing of the data sets. The code has been developed by a graduate student (Allshouse) and a postdoc (Leclair). Data sets for analysis are provided by other members of the DRI, such as John Wilkin, and HF radar data from the Taiwanese TORI network.
WORK COMPLETED
In the past year, we have focused on testing the most popular and simple method based on FTLE analysis as a robust, quick-and-somewhat dirty approach that can be readily applied to real world data sets. This is in contrast to some of the more mathematically intricate methods that are likely to break down without high-resolution numerical data. In addtion, we have investigated the utility of several other new methods through application to canonical flows, a promising example being the Fuzzy Clustering Methods (FCM). In addtion, we refined our calculations in which we apply the LCS method to a coral reef system flow, rigorously identifying hyperbolic and elliptic flow structures.
RESULTS
The FTLE approach was found to be quite robust in the face of noise and discretization, lending more weight to it being potentially widely applicable to the interpretation of HF Radar data. We did find however, that characterization of FTLE ridges in terms of their influence on Lagrangian shear, normal repulsion and in-line stretching is fraught with challenges ( We have also advanced the applicability of LCS methods to real world studies of ocean surface transport via the inclusion of windage factors in the transport model. Our study showed that windage is a highly important factor that has substantial impact of the results of Lagrangian calculations, and it is imperative that it be included in real world applications (Allshouse et al. 2015) . 
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
This work continues to advance the state-of-the-art regarding the application of Lagrangian data analysis methods to real-world ocean transport problems. A reasonable expectation over the next fiveto-ten years is that some aspects these methods will become adopted by and implemented into decision-making systems.
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